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CCS and the low carbon transition

Source: IEA Energy Technology Perspectives (2015)

 CCS often seen as essential to meet global climate 
change targets (e.g. 2 degree limit on warming)

 Meeting targets likely to be more expensive without 
CCS available (e.g. 2 x more expensive in the UK)



3. Innovation systems & development

 United States: Climate change; technological 
leadership / industrial policy; importance of coal / 
fossil fuel industries in some States; regional 
greenhouse gas initiatives

 Canada: International pressure to ‘clean up’ 
unconventional fossil industry; large resources 
sector;  decentralised responsibility for natural 
resources

 UK: Climate change; international diplomacy, 
domestic climate change targets; industrial policy

Policy drivers for CCS



2. Economic incentives and carbon 

pricing
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2. Economic incentives and carbon 

pricing
Why technology

demonstration is difficult

Source: The Carbon Trust
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Source: Global CCS Institute
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‘The most frequently cited reason for a project being 
put on-hold or cancelled is that it was deemed 
uneconomic in its current form and policy environment. 
The lack of financial support to continue to the next 
stage of project development and uncertainty regarding 
carbon abatement policies were critical factors that led 
several project proponents to reprioritise their 
investments, either within their CCS portfolio or to 
alternative technologies’

Global CCS Institute 2011



Comparing the USA, Canada & UK

Source: Jones and Watson (2015)
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‘[The UK should] take maximum advantage of 
opportunities for international collaboration, whilst 
fostering a competitive UK capability to design, 
manufacture and operate CCS systems. The ultimate 
goal should be full scale demonstration of CCS that will 
showcase UK technologies and capabilities’

DTI Review of the Feasibility of CCS (2003)



UK CCS policy: Plan A

 BP proposal for CCS plant at 
Peterhead in mid-2000s

 But too early for government 
to commit funding



UK CCS policy: Plan B

 First competition with 
government funding in 2007

 Focus on post-combustion 
CCS at a coal-fired plant
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Developing new technologies is an inherently risky 
undertaking. Taking calculated risks is perfectly 
acceptable if those risks are managed effectively; but in 
this case DECC, and its predecessor, took too long to 
get to grips with the significant technical, commercial 
and regulatory risks involved …

The Department must learn the lessons of the failure of 
this project if further time is not to be lost, and value 
for money achieved on future projects

Amyas Morse, Head of National Audit Office



UK CCS policy: Plan C

 New competition in 2012

 More technology neutral 
approach (coal or gas)

 Capital grants plus contracts 
for power generated

 Two projects awarded money 
for engineering design work

 EU funding for White Rose
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‘Governing is about making decisions, and it seemed to 
me that the right decision was to say that we would not 
go ahead with the £1 billion, because that is £1 billion 
that we can spend on other capital investment projects, 
including energy projects such as making progress on 
energy storage or modular reactors’

David Cameron, Liaison Committee, 12th Jan 2016
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Costs often fall with increasing deployment

Source:  Watanabe et al, 2000
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Sometimes, costs rise in early deployment

FGD capital costs in the USA (1997$)
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Source:  Rubin et al, 2004
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Sometimes, costs rise in early deployment

Source: The Crown Estate (May 2012)

Drivers of cost increases include:

Commodity prices; exchange rates; 

deeper water, supply chain limitations; 

reliability problems
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Is CCS Here?

Here?

Or here?

‘In 2011 costs for early plants were 
estimated to be £60-150/MWh, more 
recent estimates put the cost at around 
£150-200/MWh (Boundary Dam was at 
the higher end of this range)’

CCC, June 2015.



UK CCS policy: Plan D?

 Not clear what will come next, 
apart from continued R&D

 Can UK ‘buy’ CCS when other 
countries have reduced costs? 

 But many other demonstration 
plans also in trouble

 CCS is not a solar panel: much 
of system is location specific

 Refocus on regulated 
investment in pipelines & 
storage for power & industry? 



3. Innovation systems & development

 Many assessments conclude CCS technologies are 
essential to tackle climate change

 Multiple uncertainties for CCS: technical, economic, 
policy, social and environmental

 Demonstration of large-scale technologies like CCS 
has high costs and high risks: the ‘valley of death’

 History shows that these challenges can be overcome

 But patience required: costs sometimes rise before 
learning effects dominate

 A large gap remains between CCS ambitions and 
current policies / global demonstration activity

Conclusions
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